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Abstract: Network reciprocity has been successfully put forward (since M. A. Nowak and R. May’s,
1992, influential paper) as the simplest mechanism—requiring no strategical complexity—supporting
the evolution of cooperation in biological and socioeconomic systems. The mechanism is actually
the network, which makes agents’ interactions localized, while network reciprocity is the property
of the underlying evolutionary process to favor cooperation in sparse rather than dense networks.
In theoretical models, the property holds under imitative evolutionary processes, whereas cooperation
disappears in any network if imitation is replaced by the more rational best-response rule of strategy
update. In social experiments, network reciprocity has been observed, although the imitative behavior
did not emerge. What did emerge is a form of conditional cooperation based on direct reciprocity—the
propensity to cooperate with neighbors who previously cooperated. To resolve this inconsistency,
network reciprocity has been recently shown in a model that rationally confronts the two main
behaviors emerging in experiments—reciprocal cooperation and unconditional defection—with
rationality introduced by extending the best-response rule to a multi-step predictive horizon.
However, direct reciprocity was implemented in a non-standard way, by allowing cooperative
agents to temporarily cut the interaction with defecting neighbors. Here, we make this result robust
to the way cooperators reciprocate, by implementing direct reciprocity with the standard tit-for-tat
strategy and deriving similar results.

Keywords: direct reciprocity; evolutionary game theory; model-predictive strategy update;
network reciprocity; prisoner’s dilemma; tit-for-tat

1. Introduction

Why should we cooperate when defection grants larger rewards? Since R. Axelrod,
W. D. Hamilton, and R. L. Trivers’ seminal works [1,2], this longstanding puzzle has received huge
attention in biology and economics [3–5] and, more recently, also in technical fields [6] (see [7] for a
recent review on human cooperation). The standard modeling framework is evolutionary game theory
(EGT) [8] in which: (i) a game models the interaction among connected pairs (or larger groups [9]) of
self-interested agents that takes place at each of a sequence of rounds; (ii) a set of behavioral strategies
confront each other; and (iii) an evolutionary process links the obtained or expected payoffs to birth
and death in biology or to strategy-update in socioeconomic systems.

Elements (i)–(iii) define the EGT setup. An illustrative example is: (i) the prisoner’s dilemma
(PD)—the two-player-two-action game in which a cooperator (action C) provides a benefit b to the
opponent at a cost c < b to herself, whereas a defector (action D) provides no benefit at no cost
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(the benefit–cost ratio or game return, r = b/c, is often used to parameterize the game taking c = 1
as unit); (ii) unconditional cooperation and defection—the two simple strategies of agents who
always play C and D, respectively; and (iii) the “imitate-the-best” rule of strategy update—each agent
copies, after each game round, the strategy that realized the highest payoff among her own and the
neighbors’ ones.

The PD is the paradigmatic game used to study the evolution of cooperation, as it sets, compared
to other social dilemmas [8,10,11], the worst-case scenario for cooperation. In a one-shot game, D is
indeed the best action for a player, irrespective of the opponent’s decision. Thus, in the absence
of specific mechanisms designed to support cooperation [12], unconditional cooperators disappear
against defectors in a population in which everyone interacts with everyone.

The simplest mechanism proposed to support cooperation—named network reciprocity—is based
on the locality of interactions. The mechanism is actually the network, which defines who interact with
whom at each game round, while network reciprocity should be seen as a property of the EGT setup.
Given an EGT setup that confronts a cooperative strategy against a defective one, the property holds if
cooperation is favored in a sparse network of contacts (a network with average degree 〈k〉 significantly
lower than the number N of nodes, the degree k of a node being the number of its neighbors) compared
to a dense one (a network with 〈k〉 close to N − 1; k = N − 1 for all nodes in the complete network).

Network reciprocity was first observed by M. A. Nowak and R. May [13] in the above illustrative
example. Network reciprocity was later confirmed by changing the update rule to “death–birth”
(one agent is randomly selected to die and the neighbors compete for the empty spot with strengths
proportional to the last-round payoffs), to “imitation” (one agent is selected to stay or copy one
of the neighbors’ strategies with probabilities proportional to the last-round payoffs), and to
“pairwise-comparison” (a pair of neighbors is selected and the first is more or less likely to copy
the second’s strategy depending on the difference of the last-round payoffs) [14]. For these EGT setups,
the property has been quantified by the condition r > 〈k〉, under which the fixation of cooperation—the
convergence to the state with all C-agents starting from a single randomly placed C—occurs with a
probability larger than 1/N, that is the fixation probability under a totally random strategy update.
The condition, originally derived for large regular networks (all nodes with same degree) under weak
selection (the game payoffs marginally impacting agents’ behavior) [14], was later generalized to
non-regular networks [15,16], still requiring the game return r to exceed a measure of connectivity.

There are, however, EGT setups in which there is no network reciprocity, i.e., local interactions give
no advantage or even inhibit cooperation, e.g., those using the “birth–death” update rule (one agent is
selected to reproduce with probability proportional to the last payoff and one neighbor is randomly
selected to die) [14] or the “best-response” rule (each agent selects the strategy that gives the best
expected payoff for the next round) [17], and those using the snow-drift game (a less severe social
conflict in which part of the benefit goes back to the cooperator) [18].

Because animal and human populations are typically structured rather than all-to-all, network
reciprocity had a huge impact on the EGT community. Following Nowak and coauthors’ influential
papers [13,14,19], many other theoretical studies have investigated the effects of the network structure,
showing that heterogeneous networks (wide degree distribution, e.g., scale-free networks) better
support cooperation than homogeneous ones (narrow degree distribution, e.g., lattices and single-scale
networks) [20–36]. All these studies used an imitative process of strategy update, most often the
so-called “replicator rule” (similar to pairwise-comparison, but the first selected agent copies the
second only if the payoffs’ difference is positive; it is the finite population analog of the replicator
dynamics [11]).

Another reason for the success of network reciprocity is its simplicity, namely the fact
that it does not require strategical complexity. It indeed works even in EGT setups in which
cooperation is unconditional, whereas all other mechanisms proposed to explain cooperation [12]
either make cooperation conditional—such as reciprocal altruism [1,2] (also known as direct reciprocity),
the establishment of reputations [37] (also known as indirect reciprocity), mechanisms of kin [38] or
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group [39] selection (or other forms of assortment [40,41]), and the consideration of social [42,43]
and moral [44] preferences—or change the rules of the game, such as by introducing optional
participation [45,46] and punishment of antisocial behaviors [47,48].

Despite its success, network reciprocity has been recently questioned in the socioeconomic
context, essentially because of controversial empirical evidence [49]. From the theoretical point of
view, a sparse network has been shown to help unconditional cooperators only under an imitative
process of strategy update, whereas the advantage vanishes under the more rational best-response
update [17]. Indeed, why should we copy a better performing neighbor whose neighborhood might
be considerably different—in size and composition—from ours? On the empirical side, while some
experiments with human subjects did not see any significant network effect [50–54], although all
failing to satisfy the condition r > 〈k〉, more recent experiments meeting the condition observed higher
levels of cooperation in sparse networks compared to the complete one [55,56]. However, none of the
experiments in which strategy update has been investigated confirmed the imitation hypothesis [51,54].
Moreover, it turned out that cooperation is systematically conditioned by direct reciprocity. When in
a cooperative mood, subjects tend to likely cooperate the more cooperation they have seen in their
neighborhood in the last round (as a rule of the experiments, subjects take one decision per game
round to cooperate or defect with all neighbors). In contrast, subjects not showing reciprocity defect
rather unconditionally and can therefore be assumed in a defective mood.

Abstracting from the available experiments, we can say that network reciprocity emerged between
reciprocal cooperators and unconditional defectors in a static network of human subjects playing a PD,
under an unspecified non-imitative rule to switch between the two assumed strategies. We therefore
have an interesting research question: What could be a sensible evolutionary process that shows
network reciprocity in a theoretical model of the above EGT setup? A possible answer has been
recently given by exploring the rational option [57]. Knowing that looking at the next round only—the
best-response rule—gives no network effect, the authors of [57] (two of whom are also authors of the
present paper) introduced a model-predictive rule that optimizes the expected agent’s income over an
horizon of few next rounds. However, motivated by the moody behavior emerged in the experiments,
they implemented direct reciprocity in a non-standard way that does not force retaliation, by allowing
C-agents to temporarily abstain from interacting with D-neighbors.

Although this is clearly a form of direct reciprocity, lowering exploitation risk for C’s and,
at the same time, punishing Ds by lowering their income, we find it necessary to confirm the results
of Dercole et al. [57] by using the standard form of direct reciprocity—the well-known tit-for-tat
strategy [3]. This is the aim of present paper. As expected, we found network reciprocity in our new
setup, hence confirming our title statement independently of the way direct reciprocity is introduced
in the cooperative strategy. Some preliminary results have been presented at European Control
Conference 2019 [58].

2. The Model

N agents occupy the nodes of a static undirected (unweighted) network {N , E}, where N =

{1, . . . , N} is the set of nodes, E is the set of edges, and Ni = {j : (i, j) ∈ E} is the set of neighbors of
agent i. The cardinality ki of Ni is the degree of node i.

The population of agents evolves in discrete time, the transition from time t − 1 to time t
corresponding to the round t of the underlying game, t ≥ 1. Before playing round t, each agent
is characterized by the state of being a tit-for-tat (T) strategist or an unconditional defector (D),
and each pair of neighbors is involved in a PD interaction. Agents play in accordance with their
strategy, i.e., T-agents play the last action (C or D) played by the opponent, except the first round or
just after switching from D to T (see below), in which they play C; D-agents always play D. The payoff
of an agent in each round is the sum of the payoffs collected in her neighborhood.

After playing the game round t, each agent revises her strategy with probability δ, assumed small
and uniform across the population. Parameter δ measures the rate (per round) of (asynchronous)
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strategy update, and 1/δ is the average number of rounds between two consecutive revisions by the
same agent, a sort of “inertia” to change [59]. Revising agents compute the sum of their expected
payoffs, should they behave as T or D during a horizon of h future rounds, and rationally decide for the
more profitable strategy. When changing to T, as anticipated, an agent cooperates with all neighbors in
the next round, even if she is expecting some of them to be defectors. This is the only way the agent
can signal her “change of mood” and seeking cooperation is innate to the T-strategy.

As is well-known, the tit-for-tat strategy easily triggers sequences of alternate exploitation between
T-neighbors. Unless two neighbors are both initially T-agents (at t = 0), or both switched to T after
the same round, they continuously defect against each other, resulting in a poor outcome for both
agents. To avoid this drawback, the tit-for-two-tats strategy has been proposed [3], according to which
T-agent forgive the first defection by cooperating a second time, while they defect after the second
consecutive exploitation. Because tit-for-two-tats is considered too forgiving (it did not perform well
in the second of Axelrod’s famous computer tournaments), we also consider the intermediate variant
in which T-agents behave as tit-for-two-tats only when they are new Ts (i.e., only for one round after
changing strategy from D to T) and only with the neighbors they expect to be T. That is, if an agent
changes to T after round t− 1, she cooperates with all neighbors at round t, and cooperates a second
time at round t + 1 (provided she did not change back to D after round t) with those neighbors who,
even though they played D at round t, are believed to be T. With the other neighbors, the agent behaves
as a classical tit-for-tat, as well as she does with all neighbors starting from round t + 2 (as long as she
remains a T-agent). We call this new strategy new-tit-for-two-tats.

The prediction of future payoffs is based on the model society here described, that is assumed to
be public knowledge. We consider the minimal-information scenario, in which agents have no access
to neighbors’ payoffs and connectivity and infer the neighbors’ strategies from past interactions only.
Consequently, the model prediction cannot account for the concomitant changes in the neighbors’
strategies and for those that will take place in the time window covered by the predictive horizon.
This limits the validity of the model to short horizons under a relatively slow strategy update (small δ).
Because of the short horizon, no discount of future incomes is adopted.

We now separately consider the three introduced T-strategies: the classical tit-for-tat,
the tit-for-two-tats, and our new-tit-for-two-tats. Each strategy is tested against unconditional defection.
We explain in detail how the population of agents is evolved from time t− 1 to t, which includes,
in temporal order, playing the game round t, updating the agents’ beliefs on the neighbors’ strategies,
and possibly revising the agents’ strategies.

2.1. Tit-for-tat vs. D

Both T- and D-agents need some memory on past interactions to predict future payoffs when
evaluating a change of strategy, while T-agents also use memory to decide how to play the next game
round. As we show with the help of Table 1, the state at time t− 1 (i.e., before playing round t) of a
generic agent i is composed of:

1. her own strategy, T or D, to be used at round t (in Table 1, second column, Tn and Dn denote the
fact that the agent changed strategy after round t− 1); and

2. for each neighbor j, the strategy, T or D, that i expects j to use at round t and the last actions, C or
D, played by i and j at round t− 1.

The information about the neighbors induces a classification of the neighborhood into classes
labeled TCC, DCD, etc. For example, label TCC is used for an expected T-neighbor j with whom
mutual cooperation with i occurred at round t− 1, while DCD is used for an expected D-neighbor j
who exploited i at round t− 1. Table 1 shows how the classification of the neighborhood is updated
when playing round t.
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Table 1. Tit-for-tat vs. D. Neighborhood classification update for agent i when playing the game round
t. For each neighbor j, the class label includes the strategy, T or D, that j is expected to use at round t
and the last actions, C or D, played by i and j, respectively. The strategy of agent i (second column)
takes values in {T, Tn, D, Dn}, where the ‘n’ stands for ‘new’ and indicates that the agent is new to the
strategy. The first four classes in the first column are those that can occur after the first game round.
The other classes are considered, top-to-bottom, in order of appearance in the last column.

At Round t Class of j
after
Round tClass of j Strat. of i Act. of i Act. of j Act. of j

(Expected)

TCC T C C C TCC
1,2 D DCD

Dn D C TDC
D DDD

DCD T, Dn D D C TDC
1,2 D DDD

TDC T, Tn C D D 3 TCD
1 D, Dn D D 3 TDD

DDD T D D C TDC
1 D DDD

Tn C C TCC
D DCD

D, Dn D C TDC
D DDD

TCD T, Dn D C C TDC
2 D DDD

TDD Tn C D C TCC
4 D TCD

D D C TDC
D TDD

Notes: 1 The expectation on the strategy of agent j is correct (provided j did not change strategy after round
t−1). 2 Agent i can be either T or Dn, because she played C at round t−1. 3 Agent j plays D at round t,
independently on whether she is still T or changed to D, because j has been exploited by i at round t−1.
4 Agent i can be either Tn or D at round t, because she was either D or Dn at round t−1 with j classified as
TCD or TDD (see the corresponding rows leading to class TDD).

At time zero, i.e., before playing the first game round, each agent is either a T- or a D-strategist with
an undefined classification of her neighbors. This is the initial condition of the system. After playing
Round 1, T-agents classify cooperating and defecting neighbors as TCC and DCD and D-agents as
TDC and DDD, respectively. Then, they might change strategy. Starting with Round 2, agents update
their neighborhood classification according to Table 1. In particular, the expectation on the strategy
of a neighbor is changed when disregarded by the neighbor’s behavior. The classification update at
round t, together with the possible strategy change following the game round, is the state transition of
agent i from time t− 1 to time t.

Note that, after the first game round, the expectations of agent i on her neighbors’ strategies are all
correct. However, a D-agent who exploited a T-neighbor in the first round cannot note if the neighbor
changes to the D-strategy afterwards, because the neighbor is expected to play D anyway. This can be
seen in Table 1 as follows: consider a D-agent i with a T-neighbor j; after the first round, i classifies j
as TDC; assuming that i does not change strategy after Round 1, we have to look at the second line
of the table’s section TDC, saying that both i and j play D at Round 2 and j is then classified as TDD;
however, i cannot know if j changed to D after Round 1. More in general, when i expects j to be a
D-agent, it is indeed the case, provided j did not change to T after the last round (see Table 1 Note 1);
when i expects j to be a T-agent, this true if j last played C (see classes TCC and TDC also pointing to
Note 1), whereas it might not be true if j last played D (classes TCD and TDD).

When revising strategy after the game round t, the updated neighborhood classification
(last column in Table 1) allows the agent to compute her expected future payoffs, should she behave
as T or D during the predictive horizon of h rounds. We denote by πh

S1S2,i the sum of the expected
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payoffs for the S1-agent i opting for strategy S2 during the predictive horizon, S1, S2 ∈ {T, D}, while
∆πh

T,i = πh
TD,i−πh

TT,i and ∆πh
D,i = πh

DT,i−πh
DD,i are the expected gains based on which T- and D-agents

decide whether to change strategy, respectively. Their computation is done step-by-step in Table 2,
where we also use klabel

i to indicate the number of neighbors of agent i classified in class ‘label’ after the
game round t. The contributions of each neighbor of a certain class to the sums πh

S1S2,i are separately
listed for each of the h rounds in the horizon. Recall that agent i computes her expected payoffs
assuming the last classification of her neighbors unchanged over the predictive horizon.

Table 2. Tit-for-tat vs. D: Expected payoffs over the predictive horizon of h game rounds.

When
Computing

Class of j Updated
after Round t

Contribution per Neighbor per Round Number of Neighbors

1 2 . . . 2l + 1 2l

πh
TT,i TCC r− 1 r− 1 . . . r− 1 r− 1 kTCC

i
TCD r −1 . . . r −1 kTCD

i
TDC −1 r . . . −1 r kTDC

i
DCD, DDD 0 0 . . . 0 0 –

TDD Revising Ts have no TDD-neigbors 0

πh
TD,i TCC, TCD r 0 . . . 0 0 kTCC

i + kTCD
i

TDC, DCD, DDD 0 0 . . . 0 0 –

TDD Revising Ts have no TDD-neigbors 0

πh
DD,i TDC, TDD, DDD 0 0 . . . 0 0 –

TCC, TCD, DCD Revising Ds have no such neighbors 0

πh
DT,i TDC, TDD −1 r . . . −1 r kTDC

i + kTDD
i

DDD −1 0 . . . 0 0 kDDD
i

TCC, TCD, DCD Revising Ds have no such neighbors 0

πh
TT,i=

{
hkTCC

i (r−1) + h
2 (k

TCD
i + kTDC

i )r− h
2 (k

TCD
i + kTDC

i ) if h is even

hkTCC
i (r−1) + h−1

2 (kTDC
i r− kTCD

i ) + h+1
2 (kTCD

i r− kTDC
i ) if h is odd

πh
TD,i=(k

TCC
i + kTCD

i )r

πh
DT,i=

{
h
2 (kTDC

i + kTDD
i )r − h

2 (kTDC
i + kTDD

i )− kDDD
i if h is even

h−1
2 (kTDC

i + kTDD
i )r− h+1

2 (kTDC
i + kTDD

i )− kDDD
i if h is odd

πh
DD,i=0

∆π1
T,i=π1

TD,i− π1
TT,i = kTCC

i + kTDC
i ∆π1

D,i = π1
DT,i− π1

DD,i = −(kTDC
i + kTDD

i + kDDD
i )

For example, to a T-agent evaluating to remain T (see πh
TT,i in Table 2), a TCC-neigbor yields a

contribution r− 1 per round, whereas TCD and TDC neighbors alternatively yield r and −1 because
of the alternate exploitation; DCD- and DDD-neigbors yield nothing and revising T-agents have
no TDD-neigbors. This last property is clearly visible in Table 1, in which agent i is necessarily a
D-strategist (either D or Dn) in the two lines giving TDD as new class for neighbor j (see the table’s
sections TDC and TDD itself). In contrast, to a T-agent evaluating to change to D (see πh

TD,i in
Table 2), only TCC- and TCD-neigbors yield r in the first round of the horizon, whereas TDC-, DCD-,
and DDD-neigbors yield nothing. Similar arguments give the expected payoffs for a revising D-agent.
In particular, a revising D-agent has no TCC-, TCD-, and DCD-neigbors, because she played D just
before deciding to revise.

2.2. Tit-for-two-tats vs. D

When T-agents use the tit-for-two-tats strategy, the expected strategies of neighbors and the
memory of the last interaction with them are not enough to make agents decide how to play the
next game round and to predict future payoffs. They need a bit of memory from the second-to-last
interaction that has to do with exploitation, i.e., neighbors i and j playing CD or DC. Specifically, when
i is exploited by j at round t > 1, if this did not happen at round t− 1, then j is classified as TCD1 or
DCD1, depending on the strategy expected for j, where the suffix ‘1’ is a flag to remember that i has to
cooperate with j a second time at the next round; otherwise, i has been exploited twice in a row and j
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is classified DCD. Similarly, when j is exploited by i at round t > 1, if this did not happen at round
t− 1, then j is classified as TDC1 to remember that j has to cooperate with i a second time; otherwise,
j has been exploited twice in a row and she is classified TDC. At Round 1, T-agents classify defecting
neighbors as DCD1; D-agents classify cooperating neighbors as TDC1.

The complete updating of the neighborhood classification is organized in Table 3. With respect
to the case of the classical tit-for-tat strategy (Table 1), there are two new classes, DCD1 and TDC1,
while class TCD is replaced by TCD1. Indeed, a tit-for-two-tats agent can expect a neighboring exploiter
to be a T only after the first of a sequence of exploitations. As for the classical tit-for-tat strategy, when
agent i expects j to be a D, this is indeed the case provided j did not change to T after the last round (see
Table 4 Note 1); when i expects j to be a T, this is true if j last played C (see classes TCC, TDC1, and TDC
also pointing to Note 1), whereas it might not be true if j last played D (classes TCD1 and TDD).

When revising strategy after the game round t, the updated neighborhood classification
(last column in Table 3) allows the agents to compute their expected future payoffs, should they behave
as T or D during the predictive horizon of h rounds. Using the same notation introduced in Section 2.1,
the contributions of a neighbor to the sums πh

S1S2,i of the expected payoffs for agent i are listed in
Table 4, separately for each of the h rounds in the horizon. Recall that agent i computes her expected
payoffs assuming the last classification of her neighbors unchanged over the predictive horizon.

2.3. New-tit-for-two-tats vs. D

When T-agents use the new-tit-for-two-tats strategy, the neighborhood classification is the same
introduced for the tit-for-two-tats strategy in Section 2.2, but the meaning of the suffix ‘1’ for classes
TCD1, DCD1, and TDC1 is different. For the first two classes, it is a flag to remember that agent i
changed to T just before the previous game round in which she has been exploited by j; agent i therefore
cooperates a second time with a neighbor classified TCD1, whereas it does not with a DCD1-neighbor.
Conversely, in class TDC1, ‘1’ is a flag to remember that j changed to T just before the previous round
in which she has been exploited by i; agent i therefore expects j to cooperate a second time or defect,
depending on whether j classifies i as T or D. Note that this last information is available to i, at the
cost of an extra memory (see below). At Round 1, T-agents play as classical tit-for-tats, so they classify
defecting neighbors as DCD.
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Table 3. Tit-for-two-tats vs. D. Neighborhood classification update for agent i when playing the game
round t. For each neighbor j, the class label includes the strategy, T or D, that j is expected to use
at round t and the last actions, C or D, played by i and j, respectively. The actions labels CD1/DC1
means that i/j has been exploited by j/i at round t− 1 but the same did not happen at round t− 2.
The strategy of agent i (second column) takes values in {T, Tn, D, Dn}, where the ‘n’ stands for ‘new’
and indicates that the agent is new to the strategy. The first four classes in the first column are those
that can occur after the first game round. The other classes are considered, top-to-bottom, in order of
appearance in the last column.

At Round t Class of j
after
Round tClass of j Strat. of i Act. of i Act. of j Act. of j

(Expected)

TCC T C C C TCC
1,2 D DCD1

Dn D C TDC1
D DDD

DCD1 T C D C TCC
1,2 D DCD

Dn D C TDC1
D DDD

TDC1 T, Tn C C C TCC
1 D DCD1

D, Dn D C TDC
D DDD

DDD T, D, Dn D D C TDC1
1 D DDD

Tn C C TCC
D DCD1

DCD T, Dn D D C TDC1
1,2 D DDD

TDC Tn C D D 4 TCD1
1,3 D, Dn D D 4 TDD

TCD1 T C C C TCC
2 D DCD

Dn D C TDC1
D DDD

TDD Tn C D C TCC
5 D TCD1

D D C TDC1
D TDD

Notes: 1 The expectation on the strategy of agent j is correct (provided j did not change strategy after round
t−1). 2 Agent i can be either T or Dn, because she played C at round t−1. 3 Agent i cannot be T at round t,
because she was either D or Dn at round t−1 with j classified as TDC1 (see the corresponding row leading to
class TDC). 4 Agent j plays D at round t, independently on whether she is still T or changed to D, because j has
been exploited by i at least twice in a row. 5 Agent i can be either Tn or D at round t, because she was either D
or Dn at round t−1 with j classified as TDC or TDD (see the corresponding rows leading to class TDD).
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Table 4. Tit-for-two-tats vs. D: Expected payoffs over the predictive horizon of h game rounds.

When
Computing

Class of j updated
after Round t

Contribution per Neighbor per Round Number of Neighbors

1 2 3 . . . h

πh
TT,i TCC, TCD1, TDC1 r− 1 r− 1 r− 1 . . . r− 1 kTCC

i + kTDC1
i + kTCD1

i
DCD1 −1 0 0 . . . 0 kDCD1

i
DCD, DDD 0 0 0 . . . 0 –

TDC, TDD Revising Ts have no TDD-neigbors 0

πh
TD,i TCC, TCD1 r r 0 . . . 0 kTCC

i + kTCD1
i

TDC1 r 0 0 . . . 0 kTDC1
i

DCD, DCD1, DDD 0 0 0 . . . 0 –

TDC, TDD Revising Ts have no TDD-neigbors 0

πh
DD,i TDC1 r 0 . . . 0 0 kTDC1

i
TDC, TDD, DDD 0 0 . . . 0 0 –

TCC, TCD1, DCD, DCD1 Revising Ds have no such neighbors 0

πh
DT,i TDC1 r− 1 r− 1 r− 1 . . . r− 1 kTDC1

i
TDC, TDD −1 r− 1 r− 1 . . . r− 1 kTDC

i + kTDD
i

DDD −1 −1 0 . . . 0 kDDD
i

TCC, DCD1, DCD, TCD1 Revising Ds have no such neighbors 0

πh
TT,i = h(kTCC

i + kTCD1
i + kTDC1

i )(r−1)− kDCD1
i πh

TD,i = (kTCC
i + kTCD1

i )2r+ kTDC1
i r

πh
DT,i = hkTDC1

i (r−1)+(h−1)(kTDC
i + kTDD

i )(r−1)− (kTDC
i + kTDD

i )−2kDDD
i πh

DD,i = kTDC1
i r

∆π1
T,i = π1

TD,i− π1
TT,i = kTCC

i + kTCD1
i + kTDC1

i + kDCD1
i ∆π1

D,i = π1
DT,i− π1

DD,i = −(kTDC
i + kTDC1

i + kTDD
i + kDDD

i )

The rules for agent i to update her neighborhood classification when playing the game round t
are listed in Table 5. The same table can be used by agent i, with indexes i and j exchanged, to keep
track of her own class in the classifications of her neighbors’ neighborhoods. This of course makes
the new-tit-for-two-tats strategy more complex than the standard tit-for-two-tats. Note that, as in the
standard case, the class TCD is replaced by TCD1. Indeed, a new-tit-for-two-tats agent can expect
a neighboring exploiter to be a T only if she was exploited as a new T. In addition, note that the
behavior of agent i is the same with DCD and DCD1-neighbors, because the neighbor is expected to be
a D, so that it does not matter whether i was a new-T-agent at round t− 1 or not; even if she were,
she would not cooperate a second time with that neighbor. Finally, as for the other two considered
T-strategies, recall that, when agent i expects j to be a D, it is indeed the case provided j did not change
to T after the last round (see the table’s Note 1); when i expects j to be a T, this is true if j last played C
(see classes TCC, TDC1, and TDC also pointing to Note 1), whereas it might not be true if j last played
D (classes TCD1 and TDD).

When revising strategy after the game round t, the updated neighborhood classification (last
column in Table 5) allows the agents to compute their expected future payoffs, should they behave as
T or D during the predictive horizon of h rounds. Using the same notation introduced in Section 2.1,
the contributions a neighbor of a certain class to the sums πh

S1S2,i of the expected payoffs for agent
i are listed in Table 6, separately for each of the h rounds in the horizon. Recall that agent i
computes her expected payoffs assuming the last classification of her neighbors unchanged over
the predictive horizon.
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Table 5. New-tit-for-two-tats vs. D. Neighbors’ classification update for agent i when playing the
game round t. For each neighbor j, the class label includes the strategy, T or D, that j is expected to use
at round t and the last actions, C or D, played by i and j, respectively. The action labels CD1/DC1 mean
that i/j changed to T after round t− 2 and she has been exploited by j/i at round t− 1. The strategy of
agent i (second column) takes values in {T, Tn, D, Dn}, where the ‘n’ stands for ‘new’ and indicates
that the agent is new to the strategy. The first four classes in the first column are those that can occur
after the first game round. The other classes are considered, top-to-bottom, in order of appearance in
the last column.

At Round t Class of j
after
Round tClass of j Strat. of i Act. of i Act. of j Act. of j

(Expected)

TCC T C C C TCC
1,2 D DCD

Dn D C TDC
D DDD

DCD T, Dn D D C TDC1
D DDD

TDC Tn C D D 4 TCD1
1,3 D, Dn D D 4 TDD

DDD T, D, Dn D D C TDC1
1 D DDD

Tn C C TCC
D DCD1

TDC1 T, Tn C C 5 C TCC
1 D DCD1

Tn D 6 D 7 TCD1
D, Dn D C 8 C TDC

D DDD
D D D TDD

TCD1 T C C C TCC
2 D DCD

Dn D C TDC
D DDD

TDD Tn C D C TCC
2,9 D TCD1

D D C TDC1
D TDD

DCD1 1,2 T, Dn D D C TDC1
D DDD

Notes: 1 The expectation on the strategy of agent j is correct (provided j did not change strategy after round
t−1). 2 Agent i can be either T or Dn, because she played C at round t−1. 3 Agent i cannot be T at round t,
because she was either D or Dn at round t−1 with j classified as TCC, TDC1, or TDC1 (see the corresponding
rows leading to class TDC). 4 Agent j plays D at round t, independently on whether she is still T or changed to
D, because j has been exploited by i at round t−1 and she is not classified TDC1. 5 If agent i is T, she knows to
be classified as T by j, other- wise she should be D; i therefore expects j to play C. 6 If agent i is Tn, the expected
action of j is C or D depending on whether j classifies i as T or D; both cases are possible, as i was D or Dn
at round t−1; agent i can keep track of the classification of j and therefore knows the correct case. 7 Agent
j plays D at round t, independently on whether she is still T or changed to D. 8 If agent i is Dn, she was T
(not Tn because she played D) at round t−1, so that she expects j to play C. 9 Agent i can be either Tn or D
at round t, because she was either D or Dn at round t−1 with j classified as TDC, TDC1, or TDD (see the
corresponding rows leading to class TDD).
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Table 6. New-tit-for-tat vs. D: Expected payoffs over the predictive horizon of h game rounds.

When
Computing

Class of j Updated
after Round t

Contribution per Neighbor per Round Number of Neighbors

1 2 3 . . . h

πh
TT,i TCC, TCD1, TDC1 r− 1 r− 1 r− 1 . . . r − 1 kTCC

i + kTDC1
i + kTCD1

i
DCD, DCD1, DDD 0 0 0 . . . 0 –

TDC, TDD Revising Ts have no TDD-neigbors 0

πh
TD,i TCC,TCD1,TDC1 r 0 0 . . . 0 kTCC

i + kTDC1
i + kTCD1

i
DCD, DCD1, DDD 0 0 0 . . . 0 –

TDC, TDD Revising Ts have no TDD-neigbors 0

πh
DD,i TDC1 r 0 . . . 0 0 kTDC1

i
TDC, TDD, DDD 0 0 . . . 0 0 –

TCC, TCD1, DCD, DCD1 Revising Ds have no such neighbors 0

πh
DT,i TDC1 r− 1 r− 1 r− 1 . . . r− 1 kTDC1

i
TDC, TDD −1 r− 1 r− 1 . . . r− 1 kTDC

i + kTDD
i

DDD −1 0 0 . . . 0 kDDD
i

TCC, TCD1, DCD, DCD1 Revising Ds have no such neighbors 0

πh
TT,i = h(kTCC

i + kTCD1
i + kTDC1

i )r−1) πh
TD,i = (kTCC

i + kTCD1
i + kTDC1

i )r

πh
DT,i = hkTDC1

i (r−1) + (h−1)(kTDC
i + kTDD

i )(r−1)− (kTDC
i + kTDD

i + kDDD
i ) πh

DD,i = kTDC1
i r

∆π1
T,i = π1

TD,i− π1
TT,i = kTCC

i + kTCD1
i + kTDC1

i ∆π1
D,i = π1

DT,i− π1
DD,i = −(kTDC

i + kTDC1
i + kTDD

i + kDDD
i )

3. Results

In this section, we study the invasion and fixation of the T-strategy with respect to the PD return r.
Invasion means that a single T in the network can induce D-neighbors to change strategy. Fixation
means that starting from one, or a few, T-agents in a (connected) network, all agents eventually
adopt the T-strategy. We present both analytical and numerical results, considering the tit-for-tat,
tit-for-two-tats, and new-tit-for-two-tats strategies, separately. Note that, while the fixation of the
tit-for-two-tats and new-tit-for-two-tats strategies implies the fixation of cooperation, i.e., all agents
eventually play C, this is not the case for the classical tit-for-tat, because of the alternate exploitation
triggered when D-agents change to T. As for the analytical results on fixation, we actually present
sufficient conditions for the monotonic fixation of the T-strategy, i.e., conditions under which any T-agent
is not tempted to change to D, while any D-agent eventually changes to T.

The actual fixation thresholds on the PD return r are numerically quantified, averaging simulation
results on 100 randomly generated (connected) networks of N = 1000 nodes with random initial
conditions. We also investigate the role of the network’s heterogeneity, running simulations on
both single-scale networks (i.e., networks in which the average degree 〈k〉 well describes the “scale”
of the connection) and scale-free networks. For single-scale networks, we use the Watts–Strogatz
(WS) model with full rewiring [60], yielding, for large N, most-likely connected networks with
Poissonian-like degree distribution. For scale-free networks, we use the standard Barabási–Albert (BA)
model of preferential attachment [60], yielding, for large N, a power-law degree distribution with
unbounded variance. Theorems and proofs of results are shown in Appendix A.

3.1. Tit-for-tat vs. D

We first present the analytical results. Recall that, when revising strategy after the game round
t, the agent i with strategy S ∈ {T, D} computes her expected future payoffs, πh

ST,i and πh
SD,i should

she behave as T or D during the predictive horizon of h rounds, by using the formulas in Table 2,
where klabel

i is the number of neighbors the agent classifies in class ‘label’ after the game round.
The agent then opts for the more profitable strategy until the next update, i.e., the T-agent i (S=T)
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changes strategy if the expected payoff gain ∆πh
T,i = πh

TD,i−πh
TT,i is positive; the D-agent i (S = D)

changes strategy if ∆πh
D,i =πh

DT,i−πh
DD,i >0.

Theorem 1. The tit-for-tat strategy invades from agent i if and only if h > 1 and

r >

{
1 + 2

h (k
min
n,i −1) if h is even

1 + 2
h−1 kmin

n,i if h is odd,
(1)

where kmin
n,i = minj∈Ni k j.

Note that for h = 1 the T-strategy cannot invade, confirming the need of a multi-step predictive
horizon. Indeed, at the bottom of Table 2, we report the expressions for ∆π1

T,i and ∆π1
D,i. Evidently,

the first is zero (if the T-agent i only has TCD-, DCD-, and DDD-neighbors) or positive, while the
second is negative.

Corollary 1. The tit-for-tat strategy invades from any agent if h > 1 and

r > r̄h
T(k

max
n ) =

{
1 + 2

h (k
max
n −1) if h is even

1 + 2
h−1 kmax

n if h is odd,
(2)

where kmax
n = maxi∈N kmin

n,i .

Note that the invasion threshold r̄h
T(k) set by the condition in Equation (2) does not decrease

monotonically with the length h of the predictive horizon. For example, for h from 2 to 5, we
have r̄h

T(k) = {k, k+1, k/2+1/2, k/2+1}. Consider, e.g., a revising D-agent connected to T-agents
classified as TDD. Passing from an even to an odd horizon h, the agent counts one more exploitation
by her T-agents at the end of the horizon, so the expected gain ∆πh

D is lowered and, consequently,
the requirement on r for invasion becomes stronger.

Theorem 2. The tit-for-tat strategy monotonically fixates if h > 2 and

r

{
≥ 1 + 2

h−2 and r > r̄h
T(k

max) if h is even

> r̄h
T(k

max) if h is odd,
(3)

where kmax = maxi∈N ki is the largest degree in the network.

Note that the tit-for-tat strategy cannot fixate for h = 2, independently on the value of the return
r. For h = 2, the coefficient of kTCD in ∆πh

T,i equals 1 (see Table 2), so the T-agent i is tempted to change
to D if she has enough TCD-neighbors. Instead of exploiting them at the first round of the predictive
horizon and being exploited at the second (alternate cooperation between T-neighbors), it is better to
exploit them once by playing D twice. The gain per TCD-neighbor is indeed 1. This situation happens,
in particular, when the D-agent i is surrounded by TDD-neighbors and r is large enough to induce i to
change strategy. Then, as soon as i switches to T and plays C, she updates the classification of all her
neighbors to TCD, thus becoming ready to switch back to D. If not immediately revising, and assuming
the neighbors remain T, i establishes alternate cooperation with her neighbors, whose label alternates
between TCD and TDC. Then, every two rounds i will be in the condition to change strategy and
will eventually do it. This prevents the fixation of the T-strategy. This also means that for h = 2
the T-strategy is not absorbing, that is, the system can leave the state all-T. In contrast, the always-D
strategy is absorbing, as ∆πh

D,i = −ki for the D-agent i with only D-neighbors (see again Table 2).
However, the state all-D is never attracting, even at low r, because the isolated T-agent i is protected
from exploiters and thus indifferent to strategy change (∆πh

T,i = 0 if all neighbors are DCD or DDD).
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Finally, note that on regular networks (all nodes with same degree k), because kmin
n,i = kmax

n = kmax,
the conditions in Equations (1) and (2) of Theorem and Corollary 1 coincide, so that the latter becomes
‘iff’ and we have the following

Corollary 2. On regular networks, for h > 2, the invasion of the tit-for-tat strategy implies its
monotonic fixation.

Theorems 1 and 2 and their corollaries show network reciprocity in our EGT setup, as they set
thresholds on the PD return r for the invasion and the (monotonic) fixation of the T-strategy that all
increase with the connectivity of the network. Because invasion depends on the position in the network
of the initial T-agent (the conditions in Equation (2) in Corollary 1), and the fixation threshold results
from a sufficient condition (the condition in Equation (3) in Theorem 2), we ran numerical simulations
to quantify the thresholds on specific types of networks.

Figure 1 reports the results of numerical simulations on Watts–Strogatz (WS) and
Barabási–Albert(BA) networks (left and right panels) with average degree 〈k〉 = 4 and 〈k〉 = 8
(top and bottom panels). The solid lines show the long-term fraction of T-agents as a function of the PD
return r, averaged over 100 simulations on randomly generated networks and initial conditions. The
dashed lines show the corresponding fraction of cooperative actions, which saturates at 0.5 because of
the alternate exploitation problem of the T-strategy.
Version February 25, 2020 submitted to Games 12 of 27
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Figure 1. Invasion and fixation of the Tit-for-tat strategy against a population of unconditional
defectors. Panels show the fraction of T-agents reached in 104 game rounds starting from a single
initial T on WS and BA networks (left and right panels) as a function of the PD return r (average
degree 〈k〉 = 4 and 8 in top and bottoms panels). Solid lines show the average fraction over 100
random initializations (network generation and random placement of the initial T). Dashed lines
show the average fraction of cooperative actions, saturating at fixation to 0.5 because of the alternate
exploitation triggered by new T-agents with their T-neighbors. Dots show the outcomes of single
simulations (T-fraction); transparency is used to show dots accumulation. Colors code the predictive
horizon h, from 3 to 5, and the corresponding invasion threshold 〈r̄h

T(k
max
n )〉, averaged over the 100

networks, is reported; the invasion threshold for degree-4 and 8 regular networks are indicated by the
vertical dotted lines. Results obtained for strategy update rate δ = 0.05.
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Figure 1. Invasion and fixation of the tit-for-tat strategy against a population of unconditional defectors.
Panels show the fraction of T-agents reached in 104 game rounds starting from a single initial T on WS
and BA networks (left and right panels) as a function of the PD return r (average degree 〈k〉 = 4 and
8 in top and bottoms panels). Solid lines show the average fraction over 100 random initializations
(network generation and random placement of the initial T). Dashed lines show the average fraction
of cooperative actions, saturating at fixation to 0.5 because of the alternate exploitation triggered
by new T-agents with their T-neighbors. Dots show the outcomes of single simulations (T-fraction);
transparency is used to show dots accumulation. Colors code the predictive horizon h, from 3 to 5,
and the corresponding invasion threshold 〈r̄h

T(k
max
n )〉, averaged over the 100 networks, is reported; the

invasion threshold for degree-4 and -8 regular networks are indicated by the vertical dotted lines. The
results were obtained for strategy update rate δ = 0.05.

Looking at a single panel, the solid curves define the actual invasion and fixation thresholds
(the theoretical invasion threshold 〈r̄h

T(k
max
n )〉, averaged over the 100 networks, is systematically

larger), so that, for given connectivity (〈k〉 = 4 or 8), cooperation is favored if r is sufficiently
increased. Comparing top and bottom panels, we can see network reciprocity. Indeed, the invasion
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and fixation thresholds both increase by doubling the network connectivity. Note that, in accordance
with Corollary 1, the invasion threshold does not always decrease by extending the predictive horizon.

Similar results can be obtained for regular networks, e.g., lattices, rings, and complete networks.
Invasion and fixation on regular networks are however ruled by Corollary 2, so the long-term fraction
of T-agents jumps from 0 to 1 when r exceeds the invasion thresholds. The thresholds for degree-4 and
-8 are marked by dotted lines in the left and right panels in Figure 1.

Comparing left and right panels, we can see the effect of the network’s heterogeneity (single-scale
vs. scale-free networks). The effect is quite limited, in agreement with the empirical observations [52,53].
Indeed, although the average invasion threshold of Corollary 1 is much larger for BA networks than
for WS networks, the actual thresholds resulting from the simulations are comparable. Looking more
closely, it can however be noted that scale-free (BA) networks make invasion easier and fixation more
demanding, compared to same-average-degree single-scale (WS) networks. The effect on invasion is
due to the skewness of the degree distributions of BA networks toward small degrees (the minimum
degree being 〈k〉/2), which lowers, on average, the invasion threshold of Theorem 1. The effect on
fixation is evidently due to D-hubs, which raise the requirement on r to eventually switch to T.

A secondary effect is due to the fact that, by construction, the degree distribution of our random
networks is more heterogeneous (larger variance) the larger is the average degree. As a result,
there is no invasion in networks with 〈k〉 = 4 for r smaller or equal than the invasion threshold for a
same-degree regular network (see the dotted vertical lines in the top panels), whereas in networks
with 〈k〉 = 8 (bottom panels) invasion is present in more than 90% of the experiments for r at the
dotted threshold.

3.2. Tit-for-two-tats vs. D

In the case of the tit-for-two-tats strategy, against unconditional defection, the expressions for the
expected payoffs are reported in Table 4. As in Table 2 for the classical tit-for-tat, we also report the
horizon-1 payoff gains ∆π1

T,i and ∆π1
D,i, respectively, expected by a T- and a D-agent when changing

strategy. Evidently, the first is zero (if the T-agent i only has DCD and DDD-neighbors) or positive,
while the second is negative, confirming that cooperation needs a multi-step predictive horizon.

A substantial difference with respect to the classical tit-for-tat is that the tit-for-two-tats strategy
cannot invade from a single agent. Indeed, the single T-agent i classifies all her neighbors as DCD1
after the first game round, so that, if strategy revising, she will compute ∆πh

T = −ki < 0 for all r and h
(see Table 4). However, with probability 1− δ, agent i will not revise her strategy after the first round
and she will classify defecting neighbors as DCD after the second round and as DDD later on, hence
computing, before any change in her neighborhood, πh

T = −ki = 0.
Considering all possible realizations of the evolutionary processes, thus including the strategy

revision of the initial T-agents after the first round, we can only derive invasion and fixation conditions
starting from a pair of connected T-agents.

Theorem 3. The tit-for-two-tats strategy invades from the agent pair (i, j) ∈ E if and only if h > 2 and

r ≥ 1 +
kmax

ij + 1

h− 2
and r > 1 + min

{
2kmin

n,iYj − 1

h− 1
,

kmin
n,i∧j − 1

h− 1

}
(4)

where kmax
ij := max{ki, k j}, kmin

n,iYj := minl∈(Ni∪Nj)\({i,j}∪(Ni∩Nj))
kl , and kmin

n,i∧j := minl∈(Ni∩Nj)
kl .

Corollary 3. The tit-for-two-tats strategy invades from any pair of connected agents if and only if h > 2 and

r > 1 + max

{
kmax + 1

h− 2
, min

{
2kmax

n,Y − 1

h− 1
,

kmax
n,∧ − 1
h− 1

}}
, (5)
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where kmax (introduced in Theorem 2) is the largest degree in the network, kmax
n,Y = max(i,j)∈E kmin

n,iYj, and
kmax

n,∧ = max(i,j)∈E kmin
n,i∧j.

Note that only a fraction (1− δ)2 of all possible realizations of the evolutionary processes require
h > 2 in Theorem 3 and Corollary 3, i.e., those in which at least one of the two initial T-agents change
to D after the first game round. Neglecting this unfortunate situation (recall that the rate δ of strategy
update is assumed small), the invasion condition from a pair of connected T-agents weakens to the
second in Equations (4) and (5) (valid also for h = 2).

More interestingly, we can now consider the invasion condition from a single T-agent, neglecting
the (1− δ)-fraction of the realizations in which the agent does not revise strategy after the first round.

Theorem 4. Assuming agent i does not revise strategy after the first round, the tit-for-two-tats strategy invades
from agent i if and only if h > 1 and

r > 1 +
2kmin

n,i − 1

h− 1
, (6)

where kmin
n,i (introduced in Theorem 1) is the lowest of i-neighbors’ degrees.

Corollary 4. The tit-for-two-tats strategy invades from any agent, provided she does not revise strategy after
the first round, if and only if h > 1 and

r > r̄h
T2
(kmax

n ) = 1 +
2kmax

n − 1
h− 1

, (7)

where kmax
n (introduced in Corollary 1) is the largest of the kmin

n,i .

Note that the invasion threshold r̄h
T2
(k) set by the condition in Equation (7) does decrease

monotonically with the length h of the predictive horizon, contrary to the threshold for the classical
tit-for-tat, essentially because the tit-for-two-tats agents establish permanent cooperation with
their T-neighbors.

Theorem 5. The tit-for-two-tats strategy monotonically fixates in a network with at least a pair of T-agent
(i, j) ∈ E if h > 2 and

r ≥ 1 +
kmax + 1

h− 2
and r > r̄h

T2
(kmax), (8)

where kmax (introduced in Theorem 2) is the largest degree in the network.

Note that the tit-for-two-tats strategy cannot fixate for h = 2, independently on the value of the
return r. The reason is twofold. For h = 2, similarly to the case of the classical tit-for-tat, the coefficient
of kTCD1 in ∆πh

T,i equals 2, but also the coefficient of kDCD1 is positive and equal to 1 (see Table 4).
Thus, the T-agent i is tempted to change to D if she has enough TCD1- and DCD1-neighbors. Instead
of cooperating twice with TCD1-neighbors and being exploited once by DCD1-neighbors in the two
rounds of the predictive horizon, it is better to exploit TCD1-neighbors twice and avoid being exploited.
The gains per TCD1- and DCD1-neighbor are indeed 2 and 1, respectively. This situation happens,
in particular, when the D-agent i is surrounded by a mix of TDD- and DDD-neighbors and r is large
enough to induce i to change strategy. Then, as soon as i switches to T and plays C, she updates
the classification of TDD- and DDD-neighbors into TCD1 and DCD1, respectively. New T-agent can
therefore switch back to D, but only if strategy revising twice in a row. Assuming this does not happen
(because of the small rate of strategy change δ), fixation is realized also for h = 2, under the second
condition in Equation (8).

Another related difference, with respect to the case of the classical tit-for-tat, is that the system
can reach the state all-D, because isolated T-agents can change to D immediately after getting first
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exploited by D-neighbors. Being obliged, as T-agents, to cooperate a second time, they prefer to switch
to C.

Finally, note that on regular networks (all nodes with same degree k), because kmin
n,i = kmax

n = kmax,
the conditions in Equations (4) and (5) of Theorem 3 and Corollary 3 coincide, so that the latter becomes
‘iff’ and we have the following

Corollary 5. On regular networks, for h > 2, the invasion of the tit-for-two-tats strategy implies its
monotonic fixation.

Theorems 3–5 and their corollaries show network reciprocity also in the case of the tit-for-two-tats
strategy. As done in Section 3.1, to quantify the actual invasion and fixation thresholds, we ran
numerical simulations. Figure 2 shows the results on Watts–Strogatz (WS) and Barabási–Albert(BA)
networks (left and right panels) with average degree 〈k〉 = 4 and 〈k〉 = 8 (top and bottom panels).
As in Figure 1, the solid lines show the long-term fraction of T-agents as a function of the PD return r,
averaged over 100 simulations on randomly generated networks and initial conditions. The dashed
lines showing the fraction of cooperative actions are however invisible, being indistinguishable (at the
scale of the figure) from the corresponding solid lines. Although T-agents do not always cooperate,
they establish permanent cooperation with their T-neighbors, thus the defective actions of T-agents
essentially occur only at the border of T-clusters and constitute a minor fraction. Consequently, T-agents
always cooperate at fixation, i.e., the fixation of the tit-for-two-tats implies the fixation of cooperation.Version February 25, 2020 submitted to Games 15 of 27
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Figure 2. Invasion and fixation of the Tit-for-two-tats strategy against a population of unconditional
defectors. Panels show the fraction of T-agents reached in 104 game rounds starting from a single
initial T in WS and BA networks (left and right panels) as a function of the PD game return r (average
degree 〈ki〉 = 4 and 8 in top and bottom panels). Solid lines show the average fraction over 100
random initializations (network generation and random placement of the initial T). Dots show the
outcomes of single simulations; transparency is used to show dots accumulation. Colors code the
predictive horizon h, from 3 to 5, and the corresponding invasion threshold 〈r̄h

T2
〉, averaged over the

100 networks, is reported; the invasion threshold for degree-4 and 8 regular networks are indicated by
the vertical dotted lines. Results obtained for strategy update rate δ = 0.05.
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Figure 2. Invasion and fixation of the tit-for-two-tats strategy against a population of unconditional
defectors. Panels show the fraction of T-agents reached in 104 game rounds starting from a single
initial T in WS and BA networks (left and right panels) as a function of the PD game return r (average
degree 〈ki〉 = 4 and 8 in top and bottom panels). Solid lines show the average fraction over 100 random
initializations (network generation and random placement of the initial T). Dots show the outcomes
of single simulations; transparency is used to show dots accumulation. Colors code the predictive
horizon h, from 3 to 5, and the corresponding invasion threshold 〈r̄h

T2
〉, averaged over the 100 networks,

is reported; the invasion threshold for degree-4 and -8 regular networks are indicated by the vertical
dotted lines. The results were obtained for strategy update rate δ = 0.05.

Most of the other observations presented at the end of Section 3.1 also hold for the tit-for-two-tats
strategy. Comparing top and bottom panels, we can see network reciprocity, i.e., the invasion and
fixation thresholds both increase by doubling the network connectivity. Similar results hold for regular
networks (lattices, rings, and complete networks) for which the invasion and fixation threshold
are ruled by Corollary 5 and displayed in Figure 2 (for degree-4 and -8) by the vertical dotted
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lines. Regarding the network’s heterogeneity, the effect it is still quite limited (comparison between
single-scale and scale-free networks; left and right panels).

Differently from the classical tit-for-tat, the invasion threshold does decrease monotonically with
the length of the predictive horizon, in accordance with Corollary 4 (see the increasing values of
the purple, yellow, and red threshold 〈r̄h

T2
〉 and the left-to-right order of the corresponding curves),

confirming the role of the multi-step prediction in the strategy update.
Finally note that the fraction of T-agents does not reach one for large r (this is particularly visible in

the right panels). The reason is that we started all simulations from one (randomly placed) T-agent and,
accordingly with Theorem 4 and Corollary 4, there is a 1− δ-probability that the initial T-agent changes
to D after the first game round. If this happens to agent i, and r is above the invasion threshold in
Equation (6) of Theorem 4, then a neighbor j of i could have changed to T, otherwise the network
remains trapped in the absorbing state all-D.

3.3. New-tit-for-two-tats vs. D

In the case of the new-tit-for-two-tats strategy, against unconditional defection, the expressions
for the expected payoffs are reported in Table 6. As in the previous cases, we also report the horizon-1
payoff gains ∆π1

T,i and ∆π1
D,i, respectively, expected by a T- and a D-agent when changing strategy.

Evidently, the first is zero (if the T-agent i only has DCD-, DCD1-, and DDD-neighbors) or positive,
while the second is negative, confirming that cooperation needs a multi-step predictive horizon.

Theorem 6. The new-tit-for-two-tats strategy invades from agent i if and only if h > 1 and

r > 1 + 1
h−1 kmin

n,i . (9)

where kmin
n,i (introduced in Theorem 1) is the lowest of i-neighbors’ degrees.

Corollary 6. The new-tit-for-two-tats strategy invades from any agent if h > 1 and

r > r̄h
nT2

(kmax
n ) = 1 + 1

h−1 kmax
n . (10)

kmax
n (introduced in Corollary 1) is the largest of the kmin

n,i .

Note that the invasion threshold r̄h
nT2

(k) set by the condition in Equation (10) does decrease
monotonically with the length h of the predictive horizon. As in the case of the standard tit-for-two-tats,
this is due to the permanent cooperation established by T-agents with their T-neighbors.

Theorem 7. The new-tit-for-two-tats strategy monotonically fixates if h > 1 and

r > r̄h
nT2

(kmax), (11)

where kmax (introduced in Theorem 2) is the largest degree in the network.

Note that the new-tit-for-two-tats strategy can fixate also for h = 2, provided the game return r is
large enough. The reason is that, differently from the two previously analyzed cooperative strategies,
TCD1- and DCD1-neighbors no longer tempt the T-agent i to change strategy. By remaining T in
the two rounds of the predictive horizon, agent i cooperates twice with TCD1-neighbors and defects
twice with DCD1-neighbors, whereas she exploits TCD1-neighbors once by changing to D. The gains
per TCD1- and DCD1-neighbor are 2− r ≤ 0 for r ≥ 2 and 0, respectively. This situation happens,
in particular, when the D-agent i is surrounded by a mix of TDD- and DDD-neighbors and r is large
enough to induce i to change strategy. Then, as soon as i switches to T and plays C, she updates the
classification of TDD- and DDD-neighbors into TCD1 and DCD1, respectively.
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Finally, note that on regular networks (all nodes with same degree k), because kmin
n,i = kmax

n = kmax,
the conditions in Equations (9) and (10) of Theorem 6 and Corollary 6 coincide, so that the latter
becomes ‘iff’ and we have the following

Corollary 7. On regular networks, the invasion of the new-tit-for-two-tats strategy implies its
monotonic fixation.

Theorems 6 and 7 and their corollaries show network reciprocity also in the case of the
new-tit-for-two-tats strategy. As done for the other two cases, we quantified the actual invasion
and fixation thresholds by running numerical simulations. Figure 3 show the results on Watts–Strogatz
(WS) and Barabási–Albert(BA) networks (left and right panels) with average degree 〈k〉 = 4 and 〈k〉 = 8
(top and bottom panels). As in Figure 2, the solid lines show the long-term fraction of T-agents as a
function of the PD return r, averaged over 100 simulations on randomly generated networks and initial
conditions, while the dashed lines, showing the fraction of cooperative actions, are indistinguishable
from the corresponding solid lines. As for the tit-for-two-tats strategy, new-tit-for-two-tats-agents
establish permanent cooperation with their T-neighbors, thus only a minority of T-agents’ actions are
defective and the fixation of the T-strategy implies the fixation of cooperation.Version February 25, 2020 submitted to Games 17 of 27
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Figure 3. Invasion and fixation of the New-tit-for-two-tats strategy against a population of
unconditional defectors. Panels show the fraction of T-agents reached in 104 game rounds starting
from a single initial T in WS and BA networks (left and right panels) as a function of the PD game
return r (average degree 〈ki〉 = 4 and 8 in top and bottom panels). Solid lines show the average
fraction over 100 random initializations (network generation and random placement of the initial
T). Dots show the outcomes of single simulations; transparency is used to show dots accumulation.
Colors code the predictive horizon h, from 2 to 5, and the corresponding invasion threshold 〈r̄h
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averaged over the 100 networks, is reported; the invasion threshold for degree-4 and 8 regular
networks are indicated by the vertical dotted lines. Results obtained for strategy update rate δ = 0.05.
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Figure 3. Invasion and fixation of the new-tit-for-two-tats strategy against a population of unconditional
defectors. Panels show the fraction of T-agents reached in 104 game rounds starting from a single
initial T in WS and BA networks (left and right panels) as a function of the PD game return r (average
degree 〈ki〉 = 4 and 8 in top and bottom panels). Solid lines show the average fraction over 100 random
initializations (network generation and random placement of the initial T). Dots show the outcomes of
single simulations; transparency is used to show dots accumulation. Colors code the predictive horizon
h, from 2 to 5, and the corresponding invasion threshold 〈r̄h

nT2
〉, averaged over the 100 networks, is

reported; the invasion threshold for degree-4 and -8 regular networks are indicated by the vertical
dotted lines. The results were obtained for strategy update rate δ = 0.05.

Most of the other observations presented at the end of Sections 3.1 and 3.2 also hold for the
new-tit-for-two-tats strategy. Comparing top and bottom panels, we can see network reciprocity,
i.e., the invasion and fixation thresholds both increase by doubling the network connectivity. Similar
results hold for regular networks (lattices, rings, and complete networks) for which the invasion
and fixation threshold are ruled by Corollary 7 and displayed in Figure 3 (for degree-4 and -8) by
the vertical dotted lines. Regarding the network’s heterogeneity, the effect it is still quite limited
(comparison between single-scale and scale-free networks; left-to-right panels).

Comparing the three types of analyzed cooperative strategies, we can see that the invasion and
fixation thresholds in Figure 3 are both lower than those in Figures 1 and 2. The same can be seen to
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hold between the theoretical thresholds for the new-tit-for-two-tats (Theorem and Corollary 6) and
those for the tit-for-tat and of the tit-for-two-tats (Theorems and Corollaries 3 and 1). This is related to
the ‘degree’ of reciprocity implemented by the cooperative strategy. The classical tit-for-tat has the
highest degree, i.e., the strategy is unforgiving toward defectors; The standard tit-for-two-tats has the
lowest, always forgiving the first defection. Both these extrema hinder the evolution of cooperation,
the first because it prevents the establishment of permanent cooperation among T-neighbors and
the second because it is too exposed to defectors. Our new variant well combines an intermediate
reciprocity with the model-predictive horizon. As tit-for-two-tats-agents, new-tit-for-two-tats agents
expect to cooperate with all their T-neighbors during the predictive horizon. However, contrary to
the former tit-for-two-tats-agents, they avoid being exploited twice in a row, so that, after the first
exploitation, they do not predict the cost of the second in the first round of the horizon.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

We implemented and analyzed an EGT model in which the tit-for-tat strategy (T) and
unconditional defection (D) face each other in a networked prisoner’s dilemma (PD), under a rational
process of strategy update according to which agents compute a prediction of their future income
and change strategy (from T to D or vice versa) if they expect a higher payoff. Both our analytic
and numerical results show the presence of network reciprocity in this EGT setup. The invasion and
fixation thresholds for the T-strategy set by our theorems on the PD return r systematically increase
with the connectivity of the network, indicating the complete network as the worst case for the rational
evolution of cooperation. The simulations confirm that the actual thresholds (averaged on 100 random
networks and initial conditions) increase by doubling the average connectivity of the network, with an
effect that is amplified by the length of the predictive horizon.

These results contribute to resolve an inconsistency between the theoretical work on network
reciprocity [13,14,19], where the network effect has been found only under imitative evolutionary
processes, and the available experiments [50–56], in which network reciprocity emerged between
reciprocal cooperators and rather unconditional defectors who both did not show an imitative
behavior. Identifying the rules followed by human subjects to switch between these two emerging
strategies is a difficult and ambitious task, which is in any case dependent on the specific experimental
setting [51,53,54,61]. Definitely easier is to test a hypothesis on a theoretical model. Our hypothesis
is that a multi-step, model-predictive process of strategy update can explain the observed network
reciprocity. This has been recently shown true (in [57], coauthored by two of the authors of the present
paper) in a model in which the reciprocal behavior of C-agents is introduced in a non-standard way
(by allowing T-agents to temporarily abstain from playing with D-neighbors, see the Introduction).
The present work has therefore made our hypothesis more robust, by confirming it with the use of the
standard form of direct reciprocity—the tit-for-tat strategy.

4.1. Three Versions of the T-strategy

We tested three versions of the T-strategy: the classical one, the more forgiving tit-for-two-tats,
and an intermediate variant, which we named new-tit-for-two-tats, in which T-agents play as
tit-for-two-tats only when they are ‘new’ T-agents, i.e., when they change strategy from D to T
they forgive the first defection from the neighbors who are expected to be T.

Although the classical T-strategy can fixate starting from a single T-agent in any network, provided
the game return r is large enough, the fixation of cooperation is typically not obtained, as the pairs
of T-neighbors who did not start together as T (at Round 1 or switching together from D to T)
alternatively exploit each other. The tit-for-two-tats strategy is specifically designed to avoid this
problem, i.e., T-agents establish permanent cooperation with their T-neighbors. It however requires a
pair of connected T-agents to invade under a sufficiently high game return. Indeed, a tit-for-two-tats
agent with only D-neighbors switches to D when revising her strategy, because, by remaining T, she
has to pay the cost of the second exploitation by her D-neighbors. In contrast, once a classical T gets
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exploited by all her neighbors, she is protected from further defections and remains T when strategy
revising (the expected payoffs computed behaving as T and D are both null).

However, the pair of connected T-agents required by the tit-for-two-tats strategy to invade can
easily arise because of a D-neighbor of an isolated T-agent i changing to T before the T-agent revises
her strategy, provided the game return r is large enough. Under our slow and asynchronous process
of strategy update (small probability δ of strategy revision after each game round), the probability
that this indeed happens goes as 1− 1/(ki + 1) (shown in [57], Supplementary Material). This can be
seen in Figure 2, which shows the average results of simulations initialized with a single T-agent in
the network. The fraction of T-agents saturates slightly below one for increasing r, not because the
T-agents do not reach fixation, but because of the T-strategy not invading in some of the cases (see the
dots showing the outcomes of single simulations).

Despite the above issues, the classical T and the tit-for-two-tats strategies behave rather similarly.
Both require a predictive horizon of at least three rounds: the classical T because of the TCD-neighbors
of a T-agent, yielding expected payoffs (r − 1)h/2 (for h even); behaving as T, because of the
alternate exploitation; and r behaving as D, because of a single exploitation in the first round of
the predictive horizon in which TCD-neighbors are expected to cooperate (see Table 2). Thus, if h = 2,
classical T-agents with sufficient TCD-neighbors change to D when revising strategy. Similarly,
for h = 2, tit-for-two-tats-agents switch to D when surrounded by a sufficient fraction of TCD1 and
TCC-neighbors, since they expect the highest payoff by exploiting these neighbors for two consecutive
rounds (see Table 4).

As for the invasion and fixation thresholds for h ≥ 3, the two strategies behave comparably
(compare Figures 1 and 2). The classical T has lower thresholds for h even (e.g., the thresholds for h = 4
in Figure 1 are lower than those for h = 5). This is again due to the alternate exploitation patterns
established by D-agent changing to T, who expect, against their T-neighbors, an equal number of
remunerative and costly exploitations for h even, and one extra costly one for h odd. The tit-for-two-tats
suffers no difference between h even and odd, and it therefore performs better than the classical T for
h odd, in the sense of requiring lower thresholds.

Our new variant, the new-tit-for-two-tats strategy, outperforms the classical T and the
tit-for-two-tats on all aspects, being however more complex to implement, as it requires agents
to keep track of more information. By playing as tit-for-two-tats once when they change from D to
T, T-agents establish permanent cooperation with T-neighbors. Moreover, for h = 2, they are not
tempted to go back D by TCD1 and TCC-neighbors, who can be exploited only once if changing to
D. new-tit-for-two-tats can therefore invade and fixate also for h = 2, and the required threshold
on r is essentially that of the classical T for h = 3. In general, for the same length of the predictive
horizon, the invasion threshold of the new-tit-for-two-tats halves the one of the classical T (compare the
conditions in Corollaries 1 and 6), and most often invasion implies fixation in simulations, because the
(sufficient) conditions we derived for fixation are rather conservative (they actually grant a monotonic
growth of the strategy, during which Ts never change to D and Ds connected to Ts sooner or later
change to T).

4.2. Comparison with the T-strategy in Dercole et al. (2019)

As described in the Introduction, the model here analyzed is similar to the one proposed and
analyzed in [57]. The only conceptual difference is the way in which direct reciprocity is introduced in
the T-strategy. This difference however affects the way in which payoffs predictions are computed in
the strategy update, and this ultimately makes the implementation and the analysis of the two models
quite different.

Direct reciprocity is implemented in [57] by allowing T-agents to temporarily abstain from playing
with D-neighbors. More precisely, T-agents always cooperate when playing, but stop playing with
a D-neighbor after getting exploited. During the abstention period, they collect no payoff and no
information from that link and, at each round, they decide whether to go back playing or not with
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the probability that the neighbor has revised her strategy ever since the exploitation (the probability
is computed in accordance with the rate of strategy update—the model parameter δ—that is public
knowledge to all agents). This is an interesting form of direct reciprocity because it does not force
retaliation, i.e., T-agents playing D, as we further underline below in the discussion of the impact of
our analyses on applied behavioral science.

The standard and well-recognized way to model direct reciprocity is however the tit-for-tat
strategy [3], thus we found it mandatory to use it to confirm the general message put forward in [57]
and to make it independent from the adopted form of direct reciprocity. The message, summarized by
the title of the present paper, is that direct reciprocity and the multi-step model-predictive process of
strategy update together explain network reciprocity in socioeconomic networks.

We have also confirmed two secondary results that emerged in [57]. The first is that both
direct reciprocity and the multi-step predictive horizon are necessary for the invasion and fixation of
cooperation, and therefore to see network reciprocity. Indeed, cooperation disappears in any network
if the T-strategy is replaced by unconditional C or if the length h of the predictive horizon is set to one.
The second is the marginal role of the network structure, in agreement with experimental results [52,53],
and in contrast with theoretical models based on imitation [20–36], according to which heterogeneous
networks should better support cooperation than homogeneous ones with same average connectivity.

Comparing the three variants here analyzed of the tit-for-tat strategy with the A-strategy based
on abstention of Dercole et al. [57], we can say that the former implement a stronger form of direct
reciprocity than the latter. This is essentially due to the fact that, when a T-agents starts to defect a
neighbor, she will keep defecting as long as the neighbor does the same. In contrast, A-agents poll
neighbors, from time to time, to seek cooperation, a behavior that is connatural with their C-mood,
but that however raises the exploitation risk.

Consequently, an isolated T-agent is not tempted to change to D, whereas isolated A-agents
do change whenever they revise their strategy. The invasion of the A-strategy is therefore more
demanding, not only in terms of the game return r, but also in terms of the number and connectivity of
the initial A-agents. Provided r is large enough to let the D-neighbors of an isolated A-agent to change
to A, the probability that a D-neighbor revises before the A-agent goes as 1− 1/(ki + 1) (as already
discussed above for the tit-for-two-tats strategy after the first round only), so that the A strategy more
easily invades from highly connected nodes. This effect is however not visible by comparing the
simulations (e.g., our Figure 3 with Figure 2 in [57]), because to make invasion more likely and be able
to study network reciprocity, the simulations in [57] start from 1% initial fraction of A-agents (10 agents
for networks of 1000 nodes), whereas a single T-agent has been used here. The resulting invasion
and fixation thresholds are therefore not comparable. Indeed, they are systematically smaller for the
A-strategy because with 10 initial agents the probability that their D-neighbors are connected to more
than one A-agents is significant, and this lowers, on average, the value of r required by D-neighbors to
change to A.

Nonetheless, we can see that network reciprocity is stronger in the T-strategy because the
corresponding invasion and fixation thresholds are much more sensitive to the doubling of the
average connectivity than those of the A-strategy. Being direct reciprocity stronger in the T-strategy,
we can therefore conclude that the network effect is amplified by the strength of the reciprocal attitude
of cooperators.

4.3. Impact on Applied Behavioral Science

We believe that our work has a direct impact on applied behavioral science. We give a plausible
explanation for the motivations guiding human subjects in moving from a cooperative to a defective
mood and vice versa. Building a model of the society and using it to make short- to mid-term
predictions of future payoffs is perhaps the reasonable compromise between the myopic best-response
rule to look at the next round only and the impracticable full farsightedness. Although this requires
nontrivial cognitive tasks and humans might not be as rational as we assume, we believe that
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model-predictions are part of the human decision-making processes, possibly as the result of an
intuitive, rather than computational, ability.

To confirm this hypothesis, new experiments must be conducted and we think that our work can
help the design of the experimental setting. First, before even testing an experimental dataset against a
candidate process of strategy update, we must be able to distinguish the cooperative from the defective
mood of the subjects, if any mood really does exist. This distinction is not completely clear from the
available experiments, in which C and D were the only options and, except the experiment described
in [62] about evolving networks, subjects had to chose whether to play C or D with all neighbors at
each game round. Consequently, risk-avoiding defections can be easily confused for a defective mood.

It is therefore important, in our opinion, to allow the subjects to act independently with their
neighbors and to abstain from playing with selected ones. For example, allowing independent
actions for each neighbor has been recently shown to favor cooperation [62], although it is definitely
experimentally challenging. Subjects playing C or abstaining with most neighbors could be classified
in the cooperative mood; subjects mainly playing D in a defective mood; and a mix of C and D would
indicate the absence of a mood. In addition, the mechanisms of direct reciprocity that are most natural
to human subjects could be identified.

4.4. Future Directions

Future theoretical extensions of this work could further validate and generalize the general claim
of our title. First, a sensitivity analysis, in particular with respect to the update rate δ and to the length
h of the predictive horizon, will help to clarify one of the most critical aspects of the model-predictive
process of strategy update. To be able to make simple predictions, our agents assume no strategy
change in the neighborhood during the predictive horizon and this requires the update process to be
slow compared to the rate of agents’ interaction.

Second, our results could be made more robust by taking into account some degree of uncertainties
in the agents’ behavior, e.g., by introducing some probability of strategy change under an expected
gain or errors in the computations of predictions.

Finally, although static and sparse networks are the ideal setting for direct reciprocity, as agents
repeatedly interact with the same limited number of neighbors, mechanisms to evolve the social ties
in feedback with the game outcomes are known to enhance the evolution of cooperation [62–64]. It
would then be interesting to study our setting on suitable dynamical networks.
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Appendix A. Theorems and Proofs of Results in Section 3

Appendix A.1. Tit-for-tat vs. D

Proof of Theorem 1. The T-strategy invades from agent i if and only if, starting with only one T-agent
in node i, agent i does not first change strategy (∆πh

T,i ≤ 0), while at least one D-neighbor j is willing to
become T (∆πh

D,j > 0) before any change in her neighborhood.
Agent i classifies all her neighbors as DCD after the first game round and, as long as no neighbor

does change, as DDD later on. Before any change in her neighborhood, agent i hence computes
∆πh

T,i = 0 (both πh
TD,i and πh

TT,i are zero, according to Table 2 with kTCC
i = kTDC

i = kTCD
i = 0).
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The D-neighbor j classifies i as TDC after the first round and, as long as i does not change, as TDD
later on, all other (k j − 1) neighbors are classified DDD as long as they do not change strategy. Before
any change in her neighborhood, agent j hence computes (according to Table 2)

∆πh
D,j =


h
2 r− h

2 − (k j − 1) − 0 if h is even
h−1

2 r− h+1
2 − (k j − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
πh

DT,j

− 0︸︷︷︸
πh

DD,j

if h is odd. (A1)

Solving ∆πh
D,j > 0 for r gives the conditions in Equation (1), in which the neighbor j giving the weakest

requirement is considered.

Proof of Theorem 2. The T-strategy monotonically fixates if any T-agent i does not change strategy
(∆πh

T,i ≤ 0) and any D-neighbor j is willing to become T (∆πh
D,j > 0).

For any T-agent i, the expression of ∆πh
T,i = πh

TD,i − πh
TT,i can be split into three terms, each

proportional to kTCC
i , kTCD

i , and kTDC
i (see Table 2). The corresponding coefficients are ≤ 0, respectively,

under r≥1+1/(h−1) for both h even and odd, r≥1+2/(h−2) for h even and r≥1 for h odd, and r≥1
for h even and r≥1+2/(h−1) for h odd. The most requiring condition is

r ≥
{

1 + 2
h−2 if h is even

1 + 2
h−1 if h is odd.

For any D-agent j, only the sum (kTDC
j + kTDD

j ) can positively contribute to ∆πh
D,j = πh

DT,j − πh
DD,j

(see Table 2) and this occurs under r > 1 for h even and r > 1 + 2/(h − 1) for h odd. Under
this condition, the case for which ∆πh

D,j > 0 requires the largest r is (kTDC
j + kTDD

j ) = 1, i.e., the
case considered in Equation (A1). The condition on r is then formally equivalent to Equation (2),
with however kmax

n replaced by kmax, because any D-agent j must be willing to change strategy.
The most requiring condition to have both ∆πh

T,i≤0 and ∆πh
D,j >0 for any (i, j) is hence the one

expressed in Equation (3).

Appendix A.2. Tit-for-two-tats vs. D

Proof of Theorem 3. The T-strategy invades from the agent pair (i, j) if and only if, starting with only
two T-agents in nodes i and j, both agents do not first change strategy (∆πh

T,i ≤ 0 and ∆πh
T,j ≤ 0), while

at least one D-agent l, neighbor of i or j (or both), is willing to become T (∆πh
D,l > 0) before any change

in her neighborhood.
Agents i and j classify all their D-neighbors as DCD1 after the first game round and, as long as

they remain Ds, as DDD later on. If revising strategy after the first round, agent i/j hence computes

∆πh
T,i/j = 2r︸︷︷︸

πh
TD,i/j

−
[

h(r− 1)− (ki/j − 1)
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
πh

TT,i/j

(A2)

(see Table 4, with kTCC = 1 and kDCD1 = ki/j − 1), whereas she computes

∆πh
T,i/j = 2r︸︷︷︸

πh
TD,i/j

− h(r− 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
πh

TT,i/j

if revising after round t > 1 before any change in her neighborhood. Solving ∆πh
T,i/j ≤ 0 for r gives

the conditions

r ≥ 1 +
ki/j + 1
h− 2

and r ≥ 1 +
2

h− 2
,
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the first being more restrictive (at least one of ki and k j is larger than 1 to have a connected network).
The first condition in Equation (4) follows from considering the agent, among i and j requiring the
larger r.

If the D-agent l is neighbor of only one of i and j, then, before any change in her neighborhood,
she has one TDC1-neighbor after the first round, one TDC-neighbor after the second round, and one
TDD-neighbor later on, all other (kl − 1) neighbors being classified DDD. Before any change in her
neighborhood, agent l hence computes (according to Table 4)

∆πh
D,l =


h(r− 1)− 2(kl − 1) − r after round 1

(h− 1)(r− 1)− 1− 2(kl − 1) − 0 after Round 2
(h− 1)(r− 1)− 1− 2(kl − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸

πh
DT,l

− 0︸︷︷︸
πh

DD,l

after round t ≥ 2.
(A3)

Note that the resulting expression for ∆πh
D,l does not depend on the round after which the strategy

revision takes place. Solving ∆πh
D,l > 0 for r gives the first part of the second condition in

Equation (4) (the first quantity in the min operator), in which the agent l giving the weakest requirement
is considered.

If the D-agent l is neighbor of both i and j, then, before any change in her neighborhood, she
has two TDC1-neighbors after the first round, two TDC-neighbors after the second round, and two
TDD-neighbors later on, all other (kl − 2) neighbors being classified DDD. Before any change in her
neighborhood, agent l hence computes (according to Table 4)

∆πh
D,l =


2h(r− 1)− 2(kl − 2) − 2r after round 1

2(h− 1)(r− 1)− 2− 2(kl − 2) − 0 after Round 2
2(h− 1)(r− 1)− 2− 2(kl − 2)︸ ︷︷ ︸

πh
DT,l

− 0︸︷︷︸
πh

DD,l

after round t ≥ 2.

Again, the round after which l revises strategy is irrelevant and solving ∆πh
D,l > 0 for r gives the

remaining part of the second condition in Equation (4) (the second quantity in the min operator),
in which the agent l giving the weakest requirement is considered.

Proof of Theorem 4. The T-strategy invades from agent i if and only if, starting with only one T-agent
in node i, agent i does not first change strategy (∆πh

T,i ≤ 0), while at least one D-neighbor j is willing to
become T (∆πh

D,j > 0) before any change in her neighborhood. Agent i classifies all her D-neighbors as
DCD1 after the first game round, as DCD after the second, and as DDD later on. Before any change in
her neighborhood, and starting from the second round on, agent i hence computes ∆πh

T,i = 0 when
strategy revising (see Table 4).

The D-neighbor j classifies i as TDC1 after the first round and, as long as i does not change, as TDC
after the second round and as TDD later on, all other (k j − 1) neighbors being classified DDD as long
as they do not change strategy. Before any change in her neighborhood, agent j hence computes ∆πh

D,l
as in Equation (A3), so that solving ∆πh

D,j > 0 for r and considering the neighbor j giving the weakest
requirement on r gives Equation (6).

Proof of Theorem 5. The T-strategy monotonically fixates if any T-agent i with at least one T-neighbor
does not change strategy (∆πh

T,i ≤ 0) and any D-neighbor j is willing to become T (∆πh
D,j > 0).

For any T-agent i, the expression of ∆πh
T,i = πh

TD,i − πh
TT,i can be split into three terms,

each proportional to (kTCC
i + kTCD1

i ), kTDC1
i , and kDCD1

i (see Table 4). The coefficient of the latter
is 1, independently of r, so that the case for which ∆πh

T,i≤ 0 requires the largest r is kDCD1
i = ki − 1,

i.e., agent i just played C with all her ki − 1 D-neighbors after changing from D to T. The remaining
neighbor is classified TCD1, so that agent i computes ∆πh

T,i as in Equation (A2). The condition ∆πh
T,i ≤ 0
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for any T-agent with at least one T-neighbor is hence formally equivalent to the first condition in
Equation (4), with however kmax

ij replaced by kmax (i.e., the first condition in Equation (8)).

For any D-agent j, the expression of ∆πh
D,j = πh

DT,j − πh
DD,j can be split into three terms,

each proportional to kTDC1
j , (kTDC

j + kTDD
j ), and kDDD

j (see Table 4). The coefficient of the latter is −2,

independently of r, so that the case for which ∆πh
D,j≥0 requires the largest r is kDDD

j = k j − 1, in which
agent j computes

∆πh
D,j =

{
h(r− 1)− 2(k j − 1) − r if j classify i as TDC1

(h− 1)(r− 1)− 1− 2(k j − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
πh

DT,j

− 0︸︷︷︸
πh

DD,j

if j classify i as TDC or TDD.

Note that the resulting expression for ∆πh
D,j does not depend on the class of the T-neighbor i and

coincides with that in Equation (A3). Solving ∆πh
D,j > 0 for r hence gives the condition in Equation (7),

with however kmax
n replaced by kmax (i.e., the second condition in Equation (8)).

Appendix A.3. New-tit-for-two-tats vs. D

Proof of Theorem 6. The T-strategy invades from agent i if and only if, starting with only one T-agent
in node i, agent i does not first change strategy (∆πh

T,i ≤ 0), while at least one D-neighbor j is willing to
become T (∆πh

D,j > 0) before any change in her neighborhood.
Agent i classifies all her neighbors as DCD1 after the first game round and, as long as no neighbor

does change, as DDD later on. Before any change in her neighborhood, agent i hence computes
∆πh

T,i = 0 (both πh
TD,i and πh

TT,i are zero, according to Table 6 with kTCC
i = kTCD1

i = kTDC1
i = 0).

The D-neighbor j classifies i as TDC after the first round and, as long as i does not change, as TDD
later on, all other (k j − 1) neighbors being classified DDD as long as they do not change strategy.
Before any change in her neighborhood, agent j hence computes (according to Table 6)

∆πh
D,j = (h−1)(r−1)− k j︸ ︷︷ ︸

πh
DT,j

− 0︸︷︷︸
πh

DD,j

. (A4)

Solving ∆πh
D,j > 0 for r gives the condition in Equation (9), in which the neighbor j giving the weakest

requirement is considered.

Proof of Theorem 7. The T-strategy monotonically fixates if any T-agent i does not change strategy
(∆πh

T,i ≤ 0) and any D-neighbor j is willing to become T (∆πh
D,j > 0).

For any T-agent i, the expression of ∆πh
T,i = πh

TD,i − πh
TT,i is proportional to the sum (kTCC

i +

kTCD1
i + kTDC1

i (see Table 6), and the proportionality coefficient is ≤ 0 if r>1+1/(h−1).
For any D-agent j, the expression of ∆πh

D,j = πh
DT,j − πh

DD,j can be split into three terms,

each proportional to kTDC1
j , (kTDC

j + kTDD
j ), and kDDD

j (see Table 6). The coefficient of the latter is

−1, independently of r, so that the case for which ∆πh
D,j ≥ 0 requires the largest r is kDDD

j = k j − 1,
in which agent j computes

∆πh
D,j =

{
h(r− 1)− (k j − 1) − r if j classify i as TDC1
(h− 1)(r− 1)− k j︸ ︷︷ ︸

πh
DT,j

− 0︸︷︷︸
πh

DD,j

if j classify i as TDC or TDD.

Note that the resulting expression for ∆πh
D,j does not depend on the class of the T-neighbor i and

coincides with that in Equation (A4). Solving ∆πh
D,j > 0 for r hence gives the condition in Equation (10),

with however kmax
n replaced by kmax.

The most requiring condition to have both ∆πh
T,i≤0 and ∆πh

D,j >0 for any (i, j) is hence the one
expressed in Equation (11).
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